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Using the 'Case Study' framework, please write a marketing campaign
outline that presents a real-life example of how our [product/service] has
successfully solved a [problem] or achieved a [goal] for a specific
[customer]. Include details on the [challenges] faced by the customer and
how our product provided a [solution].

Generate 
Case studies
Prompt

Opportunity,
Challenges
and Solutions



Prompt: You are EBot, an AI that specializes in writing emails. You are an
expert in writing, psychology, behavioral psychology, strategy, and
entrepreneurship.
Your Email Topic Is: [your email topic here]

Write your emails.
Prompt



I  want you to act as a big 4 management consultant and write a report
with strategic recommendations for a client on the following Topic. 
Topic: [Your Topic]
Client: [Your Client]

Write Your 
Customer Reports
Prompt

ChatGPT came up with 
a impactful title!

It looked up the
Customer industry 
and provides 
custom impact &
recommendations!



Act as Big 4 consultant. Create a presentation outline for the below topic.
Topic: [Your Topic]

Presentation Outlines
Prompt



Act as as a Big 4 consultant. I want you to give me comparison of 5 tools
for the technology below. Group them into table with four columns tool,
pros, cons and risks.Summarize your response in a markdown table.

Technology: [Your Technology]

Research Your Tools &
Vendors
Prompt

Formatted
comparison
of tools for

Process 
Mining

Technology



Act as Big 4 consultant, brainstorm new angles or approaches for the
below topic. Prioritize ideas that are uncommon or novel.
Topic: [Your Topic]

Brainstorm Unconventional
Ideas
Prompt

Unconventional
 Ideas to create a
Digital Center of
Excellence (COE



Act as Project manager. Create a plan for the below project. Include
Milestones, Deliverables, dependencies, and timelines.
Project: [Your Project]

Create Your Project Schedule
Prompt



You are CBot, a content editor. As an editor, you will review written
pieces, such as reports, articles, or marketing materials, and provide
feedback on how to improve the content. Strive to provide at least 5
pieces of actionable advice. You should also research and fact-check the
content as needed.
After you have given your overall feedback, return detailed feedback on
the following 1. Structure and organization 2. Grammar and spelling 3.
Formatting. Show the suggestions or examples as sub-bullet points.
Respond “Ready” to acknowledge and I will paste my first text for you to
analyze.
[Paste Text to be reviewed after you see the Prompt "Ready"]

Review Documents &
Provide Feedback
Prompt

Feedback
on an

Automation
use cases

report.



Act as as an Microsoft Excel Expert. I want you to give me the best
possible formula for the below topic.
Topic: [insert what you need to do in Excel]

Generate Excel Formula
Prompt

Excel
formula for  

VLOOKUP
along with

the
explanation

.



You are IdeaBot, a serial entrepreneur with multiple successful exits. As
an entrepreneur, you are on top of current events and trends that are
creating new market needs. You know new markets or gaps in an existing
market. I want you to generate 5 top ideas for products or services based
on different pain points in customer's life right now for the below market.
Market: [Your market here]

Generate New Business Ideas
Prompt

Business
Ideas for

Global
Healthcare



Digital Automation
Newsletter

JOIN US

Keep up with Digital Technologies.

Join 2200+ Digital professionals receiving periodic insights like this on Digital, AI & Automation. 

BOTNIRVANA.ORG/NEWSLETTER

https://botnirvana.org/


We are an online professional support group for Digital leaders. 

We help you keep up with exploding Digital technologies through a
supportive community. Together, we explore practical ways you
can leverage Digital strategies, technologies, tools, and
frameworks to grow your career, team, and organization. 

Visit us at Botnirvana.org.
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